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Abstract

Code mixed language and emojis are being ex-001
tensively used in social media to express opin-002
ions. In this paper, we propose a novel task that003
focuses on suggesting appropriate emojis in004
English-Hindi code-mixed sentences. We aim005
to exploit the dependency between emotion,006
sentiment, and emojis for building an end-to-007
end framework that can simultaneously iden-008
tify the emotion, sentiment and emojis in code-009
mixed sentences. We introduce the Code-Mixed010
Emoji, Emotion and Sentiment aware Dataset011
(CMEESD) which is an extension of the Se-012
mEval 2020 Task 9. We establish strong base-013
lines to predict the correct emojis by simul-014
taneously identifying the emotion and senti-015
ment of a given tweet. The sentiment and emo-016
tion prediction in turn helps for the appropri-017
ate emoji classification. Empirical results on018
the CMEESD dataset demonstrate that the pro-019
posed multi-task framework yields better per-020
formance over the single-task framework.021

1 Introduction022

Emoji is an essential aspect of our daily conversa-023

tion and adds more meaning to the language. Re-024

cently with the extensive use of different social025

media platforms emoji prediction (Barbieri et al.,026

2018; Jin and Pedersen, 2018; Wang and Pedersen,027

2018; Wu et al., 2018) has become an important028

task in the field of Natural Language Processing029

(NLP). Related tasks are often inter-dependent and030

correlated, therefore they perform better when they031

are handled simultaneously. We hypothesize that032

emojis are closely related to sentiment1 and emo-033

tion2. This can be easily depicted through the ex-034

ample - “Some people are just so selfish .”. This035

tweet, at the first glance, conveys that the person is036

extremely sad with some people’s behaviour. But037

1Determine the opinion (i.e., positive, negative, & neutral)
expressed by a person for a topic, event, or product.

2Determine the emotion displayed by a person on a topic,
event, or product (i.e., angry, disgust, fear, joy, sad, & surprise)

No. Utterances Emoji Sent Emotion

1 LoL @ Squirrel Tony stark ka dil toh
ye leke ghum rha hai

Pos Joy

2 Happy Birthday Doctor sahab bhag-
waan aapko khush or swasth rkhe or
aap hme aise hi apni creativity se
hansaate rhe

Pos Joy

3 @ PiyushGoyalOffc sir aam public ko
dikat hoti hai safar ke dauran ticket
nhi milne pe aur agent log 500hundred
ka 1 dete hein

Neg Anger

4 @ Mastani4423509 Tu Safar Mera Tu
Hi Meri Manzil .... Tere Bina Guzara
Aye DiL Hai Mushkil .. I LOVE U @
iamsrk

Pos Joy

5 @AbidSherAli Look who is talking
Jo jhoot moot k bimaar ban k bahar
baithay hain

Neg Disgust

Table 1: Some samples from CMSEED.

careful observation of the sentiment and emotion 038

of the person helps us understand that the person is 039

disgusted with these types of selfish people and has 040

a negative sentiment during the tweet. This is where 041

sentiment and emotion come into the picture. Sen- 042

timent, emotion, and emoji are highly intertwined, 043

and one helps in understanding the other better. 044

Monolingual discussions are not common in 045

most parts of the world. It is more natural for 046

people to transition between two (or more) lan- 047

guages while expressing themselves. The phenom- 048

ena of code-switching or code-mixing occurs when 049

a speaker regularly switches between two or more 050

languages while speaking. This type of communi- 051

cation is quite typical among peers who are fluent 052

in multiple languages. Even textual discussions, 053

which mostly take place on social media sites, such 054

as Twitter, Instagram, and Reddit, are mainly code- 055

mixed. Some instances of code-mixed tweets are 056

as follows: "What a wicket ! @ iamamirofficial we 057

love you . Kya kar diya apney". In every day life 058

people often switch between languages while ex- 059

pressing their feelings or opinions making the text 060

code-mixed in nature. 061

Although there are prior research that focused 062
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on determining the relationships between emoji063

and emotion (Shoeb and de Melo, 2020; Hussien064

et al., 2019; Hayati and Muis, 2019), emoji and065

sentiment (Tomihira et al., 2020; Al-Halah et al.,066

2019; Felbo et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018b), but no067

attempt has been made so far that focuses on cap-068

turing the relationship between emoji, sentiment069

and emotion simultaneously in a multi-task frame-070

work. In Table 1, we present few examples from071

the CMEESD dataset. Sentiment and emotion are072

correlated hence have been known to improve the073

performance of each other when jointly performed.074

As emojis express emotions therefore by using the075

emotion information explicitly can help capturing076

the emoji correctly. Therefore, as sentiment helps077

in correct emotion classification(Gao et al., 2013;078

Sahay et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) which in turn as-079

sist in emoji predictions therefore it can be said that080

these tasks inherently are dependent on each other081

and when performed concurrently can improve the082

performance of each other.083

The task becomes more challenging when code-084

mixed data is considered for implicitly capturing085

the relationship between emotion, emoji and senti-086

ment for the correct prediction in a given tweet. In087

our current work, we build an end-to-end multi-task088

framework to leverage the sentiment and emotion089

information for solving the problem of emoji de-090

tection and vice versa. Further, to the best of our091

knowledge, this is the very first attempt at solv-092

ing the emoji prediction with the help of sentiment093

and emotion together in multi-task framework in094

code-mixed data.095

The main contributions and/or attributes of our096

work are as follows: a). We propose the task097

of emoji, emotion and sentiment prediction in098

code-mixed text capturing the relationship between099

them in a multi-task framework; b) We intro-100

duce a Codemixed Emoji Emotion Sentiment aware101

Dataset (CMEESD), an extension of task 9 @Se-102

mEval2020 in terms of diverse emojis (i.e. positive103

and negative emojis), sentiment labels and emo-104

tion labels; and c) We establish strong multi-task105

baselines for predicting the emotion, emoji and106

sentiment simultaneously from a given code-mixed107

tweet.108

2 Related Work109

Review of the existing research (Barbieri et al.,110

2018; Jin and Pedersen, 2018; Wang and Pedersen,111

2018; Eisner et al., 2016; Zhou and Wang, 2017;112

Al-Halah et al., 2019; Felbo et al., 2017; Chen 113

et al., 2018b; Cappallo et al., 2018; Yeh et al., 2019; 114

Chen et al., 2018a; Cowie et al., 2001) suggests that 115

emoji, sentiment and emotion analysis are impor- 116

tant areas in the field of Natural Language Pro- 117

cessing (NLP). Recently, authors in (Barbieri et al., 118

2017) proposed several Long Short Term Memory 119

(LSTM) based frameworks for single label emoji 120

prediction. In (Barbieri et al., 2018; Jin and Peder- 121

sen, 2018; Wang and Pedersen, 2018), the authors 122

proposed a classifier for multi-lingual emoji pre- 123

diction for English and Spanish languages. The 124

authors in (Eisner et al., 2016) released emoji2vec 125

pre-trained embeddings. As emoticons are exten- 126

sively used, therefore many researchers have fo- 127

cused on its usage in different works such as for 128

emoji recommendation in instant messages (Gui- 129

bon et al., 2018), emoji sense disambiguation (Wi- 130

jeratne et al., 2017), understanding crisis events 131

(Santhanam et al., 2019), building emotion clas- 132

sifiers (Hussien et al., 2019), sentiment analysis 133

(Al-Halah et al., 2019; Felbo et al., 2017; Chen 134

et al., 2018b) and emotional response generation 135

(Zhou and Wang, 2017). Lately, (Ma et al., 2020) 136

proposed transformer based network for multi-label 137

emoji prediction. Recently, in (Chakravarthi et al., 138

2021) a Dravidian code-mixed data was proposed 139

for identifying the sentiments and offensive lan- 140

guages. The dataset comprised of Tamil-English, 141

Kannada-English, and Malayalam-English texts. In 142

(Yadav and Chakraborty, 2020) methods that use 143

different kinds of multilingual and cross-lingual 144

embeddings to efficiently transfer knowledge from 145

monolingual text to code-mixed text for sentiment 146

analysis of code-mixed text was proposed. Lately, 147

(Wang et al., 2016a) proposed a joint factor graph 148

model for identifying emotions in code-mixed data. 149

A Bilingual Attention Network (BAN) model was 150

proposed in (Wang et al., 2016b) to aggregate the 151

monolingual and bilingual informative words to 152

form vectors from the document representation, 153

and integrate the attention vectors to predict the 154

emotion in code-mixed data. 155

Our current work differentiates from the existing 156

works on emoji prediction as we aim to leverage 157

the combined sentiment and emotion information 158

for solving the problem of emoji detection, emotion 159

classification and sentiment analysis in a multi-task 160

framework in a code-mixed text. Further, to the best 161

of our knowledge, this is the very first attempt at 162

solving all the three tasks simultaneously in multi- 163
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task framework for code-mixed text.164

3 Dataset165

SemEval2020 task9 (Patwa et al., 2020)3 dataset166

consists of approx. 20000 tweets, and each tweet is167

accompanied by one sentiment(positive, negative168

and neutral) .We then propose Code Mixed Emoji169

Emotion Sentiment Aware Dataset (CMEESD4) by170

annotating the SemEval2020 task9 dataset with171

emotion (i.e., angry, disgust, joy, sad, neutral), and172

emoji ( , , , , , , , , , , ) labels173

. We show some samples from CMEESD in the174

Table 1. We divide the CMEESD (c.f. Table 2) into175

three sets i.e., train set, development set (dev set),176

and test set.177

Statistics CMSEED Dataset
Train Dev Test

Sentiment

#Tweets 14000 3000 3000
#Positive 4,634 982 1000
#Negative 4102 890 900
#Neutral 5,264 1,128 1100

Emotion

#Joy 3029 886 786
#Anger 2640 369 572
#Disgust 951 103 131
#Sad 2286 514 411
#Neutral 5,264 1,128 1100

Table 2: Dataset statistics with sentiment and emotion.

Figure 1: Emoji Distribution for full Dataset

3.1 Data Annotation178

Due to the absence of emotion and emoji labels in179

CMEESD, we employ three annotators proficient180

in English and Hindi languages to label every tweet.181

For annotating the dataset, we consider Ekman’s182

universal emotions, viz. Joy, Sadness, Anger and183

Disgust as emotion labels for the tweets along with184

neutral label for tweets having no emotions.185

3https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/26655#
participate

4We will release the code and data.

Figure 2: Emotion Distribution for full Dataset

Figure 3: Sentiment Distribution for full Dataset

3.2 Inter-Annotator Agreement 186

A majority voting scheme was used for selecting 187

the final emoji and emotion label. We achieve an 188

overall Fleiss’ (Fleiss, 1971) kappa score of 0.81 189

and 0.75, which are considered to be reliable. 190

The statistics of the CMEESD dataset are given 191

in Table 2. We also show the distribution of Emoji, 192

Emotion and Sentiment in the dataset as depicted 193

in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. In 194

Figure 4, we present the correlation between the 195

different labels of sentiment, emotion and emoji. 196

From the figure it is evident that all the three tasks 197

are highly correlated and dependent on one another. 198

4 Methodology 199

4.1 SentencePiece Tokenizer 200

SentencePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) con- 201

siders the tweets as a sequence of unicode let- 202

ters. It uses byte-pair-encoding (BPE)(Sennrich 203

et al., 2015) and the unigram language model(Kudo, 204

2018) to handle sentences as sequences of Unicode 205

letters to make them sub-words. The byte pair en- 206
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Figure 4: Emotion and Emoji dependency in the
CMEESD dataset

coding initializes the vocabulary with every charac-207

ter in the corpus and learns a set of merge rules over208

time. Multiple subword segmentations are proba-209

bilistically sampled during training for the unigram210

language model.211

4.2 Codemixed Embedding Generation212

Pre-trained embedding have an issue with code-213

mixing that it will give more out-of-vocabulary214

(OOV) words(Pratapa et al., 2018). We train the215

word embedding with the available code-mixed216

corpus itself, but one important issue of any code-217

mixed data to decide which embedding model to be218

used for better performance. We, therefore, perform219

two different embedding and concatenate them to220

obtain the better output.221

Char level word embedding: As we all know that222

code-mixed data have the challenge of OOV words,223

so we follow (Chiu and Nichols, 2016), for charac-224

ter level word embedding to extract the character225

level features. Because Recurrent Neural Network-226

based encodings do not significantly outperform227

CNNs while being computationally more expen-228

sive to train, we utilize a convolutional neural net-229

work (CNN) (followed by a max pooling layer) for230

simplicity of training.(Ling et al., 2015)231

Contextual level word embedding for the con-232

textual representation we used ELMO(Peters et al.,233

2018). Each token in ELMO is represented as a234

vector that functions as a function of the entire sen-235

tence (A word might therefore have various mean- 236

ings depending on the context from which it was 237

taken). 238

4.3 Baselines 239

We aim to leverage the sentiment and emotion infor- 240

mation for solving the problem of emoji detection 241

in a multi-task framework for code-mixed dataset, 242

and vice versa. We use two strong baselines, de- 243

fined as follows. 244

4.3.1 CM-BiLSTM: 245

BiLSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) is a se- 246

quence processing model which processes input in 247

forward direction as well as in backward direction. 248

For the embedding purpose, we use two embed- 249

dings which have been described previously in the 250

embedding section. 251

Figure 5: Architectural diagram CM-Trans

4.3.2 CM-Trans and CM-HTrans: 252

We discover that the attention mechanism is more 253

effective at determining which parts of a phrase 254

are necessary for capturing the sentiment (Patwa 255

et al., 2020). As a result, for our code-mixed mul- 256

titask emoji analysis, we picked the transformer 257

model(Vaswani et al., 2017). We use transformer 258

to capture contextualized representation for encod- 259

ing the tweets for classification as shown in Figure 260

5. Conventionally, the input of the transformer en- 261

coder is basically the embedding of each word ei 262

in a given tweet T = w1, w2, . . . , wn, where w 263

represents the words in a tweet having n number 264

of words with e as their embedding along with the 265

positional embedding PEi of the word. But in our 266

case, for improving the efficacy of the model, we 267
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Figure 6: Architectural diagram CM-HTrans

utilize the embeddings from Elmo and CNN for ef-268

fectively capturing the meaning of the code-mixed269

tweets (as discussed above).270

Therefore, the input to the transformer encoder is271

Ei = eElmo,i + eCNN,i as the concatenated embed-272

dings of the word together with the PEi positional273

embedding. The encoder creates a sequence of con-274

text vectors from the tweets through a succession275

of Nx encoder layers. Each layer has sub units-276

a Multi-head attention layer and a position-wise277

feedforward layer.278

The encoder layers are a crucial module that279

handles all of the input sequence processing. We280

start by passing the source phrase and its mask to281

the multi-head attention layer, then dropout, apply282

a residual connection, and normalize it. We next283

apply dropout, a residual connection, and layer nor-284

malization to the encoded output sequence after285

passing it via a position-wise feedforward layer.286

The Transformer model employs scaled dot-287

product attention, as shown in 1, in which the query288

Q and key K are merged using the dot product, fol-289

lowed by the softmax operation, and scaled by a290

scaling factor dk before being multiplied by the291

value V . In the Transformer model, attention is292

a crucial unit since it aids in determining which 293

portions of the sequence are significant. 294

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
KQT

√
dk

)V.

(1) 295

The position-wise feedforward layer is the other 296

major component of the encoder layer. The data 297

is converted from hid dim to pfd, with pfd often 298

being much greater than hd. Before it is converted 299

back into a hd representation, the ReLU activa- 300

tion function and dropout are applied. The concept 301

is based on infinitely large neural networks. The 302

broad neural network provides more approximation 303

capability and speeds up model optimization. 304

The output of the first FC layer i.e., emotion 305

and sentiment information along with the word em- 306

beddings are fed as input again to the transformer 307

encoder (CM-HTrans) (thereby forming a hierar- 308

chical framework) followed by FC layer to predict 309

the final emoji of the given sentence as shown in 310

Figure 6. The emotion and sentiment knowledge 311

eventually helps in better emoji prediction. 312

4.3.3 Multi-task loss function 313

The main objective of our loss function is to teach 314

the model how to weight the task specific losses. 315

For this, we adopt a principled approach to multi- 316

task deep learning that considers the homoscedastic 317

uncertainty (Aleatoric uncertainty that is not reliant 318

on the input data is known as task dependant or 319

homoscedastic uncertainty. It is not a model output, 320

but rather a number that is constant across all input 321

data and changes between tasks. As a result, it is 322

known as task-dependent uncertainty. ) (Kendall 323

et al., 2018) of each task while weighing multiple 324

loss functions. 325

Ltotal =
∑
i

WiLi (2) 326

Where i defines the different tasks (Emoji, Emo- 327

tion, Sentiment). We are updating the weights by 328

using back-propagation for specific losses for each 329

tasks. 330

5 Experimental results and analysis 331

We implement our proposed model in PyTorch, a 332

Python-based deep learning library. We perform 333

grid search to find the optimal hyper-parameters in 334

Table 3. As evaluation metrics, we use accuracy and 335

F1-score for the classification problems to show the 336
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performance of our proposed model. We use Adam337

as an optimizer. We use Softmax as a classifier for338

emoji, sentiment and emotion classification we use339

the multitask loss function as described previously340

in equation2.341

5.1 Experimental Setup342

We address three different tasks i.e. emoji, senti-343

ment, and emotion analysis in a multi-task frame-344

work. We define the following experimental setups.345

• Emoji Classification (EM )(EM )(EM )346

– There are eleven different emojis in the347

CMEESD and only one emoji is associ-348

ated with each tweet.349

– We use a one-hot vector to represent350

emoji classes corresponding to each351

tweet for the experiment.352

• Sentiment Classification (SC)(SC)(SC)353

– There are three sentiment classes i.e.,354

positive, neutral, and negative. Only one355

sentiment class is associated with each356

tweet.357

– We use a one-hot vector to represent358

sentiment classes corresponding to each359

tweet for the experiment.360

• Emotion Classification (EC)(EC)(EC):361

– There are five emotion classes (i.e., an-362

gry, disgust, joy, sad, and neutral) and363

only one emotion is associated with each364

tweet.365

– We use a one-hot vector to represent emo-366

tion classes corresponding to each tweet367

for the experiment.368

5.2 Result and Analysis369

We solve three different problems, namely, emoji370

analysis, sentiment analysis, and emotion analy-371

sis. We evaluate our proposed approach for all the372

possible combinations of the tasks i.e., Uni task373

learning (UTL), Dual task learning (DTL), and Tri374

task learning (TTL)375

5.2.1 Emoji Classification (EM ):376

We show the emoji classification results in Table 7.377

For TTL, our model achieves 7.35 and 4.51 points378

improvement in F1-score compared to UTL and379

DTL, respectively. We see improvement of 6.78380

and 3.48 improvement in accuracy also. We ob- 381

serve that the proposed approach yields better per- 382

formance for the TTL than the DTL and UTL. This 383

improvement implies that our proposed hypothesis 384

is correct and very effective. 385

5.2.2 Sentiment Classification (SC): 386

We show the sentiment classification results in Ta- 387

ble 5. For TTL, our model achieves 5.28 and 2.85 388

points F1-score improvement compared to UTL 389

and DTL, respectively. We see improvement of 390

5.41 and 3.37 improvement in accuracy also. We 391

observe that the proposed approach yields better 392

performance for the TTL than the DTL and UTL. 393

Thus, we can say emoji and emotion EC help to 394

sentiment class (SC). 395

5.2.3 Emotion Classification (EC): 396

We show the emotion classification results in Ta- 397

ble 6. Similar to sentiment classification, we ob- 398

serve that the proposed approach yields better per- 399

formance for the TTL than the DTL and UTL. 400

Parameters CMEESD
Transformer Encoder Layer 2
Embeddings 300
FC Layer 1024, Dropout=0.3
Activations ReLu as activation for our model
Output Softmax (EM , SC , EC)
Optimizer Adam (lr=0.003)
Model Loss Cross-entropy (Classification)
Batch 32
Epochs 30

Table 3: Hyper-parameters for our experiments where
N, D, EM , SC , and EC stands for #neurons, dropout,
emoji, sentiment classification, and emotion classifica-
tion, respectively.

6 Error Analysis 401

In this section, we present the error analysis of our 402

proposed multitask framework. We stated earlier 403

that emoji, sentiment, and emotion are highly re- 404

lated to each other. To show the effect of these 405

tasks on each other, we take some examples from 406

CMEESD dataset (c.f. Table 4). Second tweet (T1) 407

in Table 4 "Har bar jab batting line flop karti 408

ha Sara kasor imam bichare par kuon dala jata 409

hai ?" has emoji with negative sentiment and 410

Anger emotion. Our TTL predicts the emoji cor- 411

rectly while DTL fails to predict the correct emoji 412

( ) and emotion(Disgust). We observe that senti- 413

ment and emotion together help to predict the cor- 414

rect emoji. In other words, we can say sentiment 415

and emotion also help each other. 416
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Correct Prediction

Code-Mixed Tweet English Tweet Actual Predicted
Emoji Emotion Sentiment Emoji Emotion Sentiment

@ NoorHSumra I wish my dad was still alive miss him
a lot and I love ur dad’s response khich ke maar saale ko

@ NoorHSumra I wish my dad was still alive miss
him a lot and I love ur dad’s response slap tightly

Joy Positive Joy Positive

Har bar jab batting line flop karti ha
Sara kasor imam bichare par kuon dala jata hai ?

Every time the batting line flops all the blame is
put on Poor Imam?

Anger Negative Anger Negative

Congress ki sarker mai cylinder he gayab ho gaya tha During congress govt. cylinder went missing Disgust Negative Disgust Negative
Incorrect Prediction

Code-Mixed Tweet English Tweet Actual Predicted
Emoji Emotion Sentiment Emoji Emotion Sentiment

tere ghamand k karan hi aaj congress k ye halat hai ...
failure hai tu Bhai .. Tujhse na ho payega

Because of your pride, this is the condition of
Congress today. .. you are failure..you cant do this

Anger Negative Disgust Negative

You better send me eid mubarak note in your voice beti... You better send me eid mubarak note in your voice Neutral Neutral Anger Negative
I really wanna meet him to show my love with my hand..

saale ne jeena muskil kar rakha hai..
I really wanna meet him to show my

love with my hands .. he made my life miserable..
Anger Negative Joy Positive

Table 4: Predictions of the proposed framework for Emoji, Emotion and Sentiment

Tasks Embeddings CM-BiLSTM CM-Trans CM-HTrans
CF ELMO F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

UTL
SC √

- 68.81 70.39 72.21 74.33 72.21 74.33
SC √ √

69.29 71.32 73.98 75.87 73.98 75.87

DTL
EM + SC

√
- 69.43 72.91 74.69 76.71 74.69 76.71

EM + SC
√ √

71.72 73.48 76.41 77.35 76.41 77.35

TTL
EC+EM + SC

√
- 73.31 74.53 78.54 79.27 - -

EC+EM + SC
√ √

74.89 77.49 81.11 81.93 - -

Table 5: Results and ablation Study of our proposed
framework for Sentiment Classification. Best model
result is 0.75 for sentiment, Described in (Patwa et al.,
2020)

Tasks Embeddings CM-BiLSTM CM-Trans CM-HTrans
CF ELMO F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

UTL
EC √

- 61.81 63.32 65.95 67.83 65.95 67.83
EC √ √

63.30 64.72 67.15 68.25 67.15 68.25

DTL
EM + EC

√
- 64.19 66.91 68.73 70.82 68.73 70.82

EM + EC
√ √

66.26 67.15 68.91 71.41 68.91 71.41

TTL
SC+EM + EC

√
- 68.37 69.19 71.54 73.87 - -

SC+EM + EC
√ √

70.71 72.51 73.91 76.21 - -

Table 6: Results and ablation Study of our proposed
framework for Emotion Classification

While in some tweets, TTL fails to predict the417

correct emoji. For example, sixth tweet (T2) as418

given in Table 4 "I really wanna meet him to show419

my love with my hand..420

saale ne jeena muskil kar rakha hai.." (I really421

wanna meet him to show my love with my hand..422

that idiot has made my life hell..) has emoji but423

TTL fails to predict emoji. Similarly, TTL pre-424

dicts the emotion as joy while the correct emotion425

of the tweet is anger. As the emotion of the tweet426

is clearly understandable by the hindi code-mixed427

part of the tweet, therefore the inability to properly428

capture the Hindi meaning of the tweet lead to the429

misclassification.430

7 Conclusion and Future Work431

In this paper, we have proposed a Code-Mixed432

Emoji, emotion and Sentiment aware Dataset433

(CMEESD) which is an extension of the Se-434

mEval 2020 Task 9 in terms of diverse emojis435

(i.e. positive and negative emojis), sentiment la-436

Tasks Embeddings CM-BiLSTM CM-Trans CM-HTrans
CF ELMO F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc

UTL
EM √

- 61.34 62.18 63.72 65.43 64.61 66.73
EM √ √

62.81 63.32 64.95 66.25 65.76 67.43

DTL

SC + EM √
- 63.12 63.91 65.60 66.91 66.59 67.83

SC + EM √ √
63.85 64.31 66.43 67.21 67.73 68.91

EC + EM √
- 64.73 65.96 67.21 68.30 68.83 69.91

EC + EM √ √
66.37 66.91 67.87 69.41 68.60 70.73

TTL
EC+SC + EM √

- 66.19 67.21 69.54 71.91 71.13 73.24
EC+SC + EM √ √

67.41 68.19 71.54 72.25 73.11 74.21

Table 7: Results and ablation Study of our proposed
framework for Emoji Classification

bels and emotion labels. We also propose sev- 437

eral strong multi-task baselines (i.e., CM-BiLSTM, 438

CM-Transformer, CM-HTransformer) and we pro- 439

posed (CM-HTransformer) to simultaneously solve 440

all the three problems, viz. emoji analysis, senti- 441

ment analysis, and emotion analysis. Empirical re- 442

sults on CMEESD dataset indicates that the pro- 443

posed multi-task framework yields better perfor- 444

mance over the single-task learning. 445

During our analysis, we found that more than 446

one emoji is possible for a given tweet. So, we 447

will try to make a group of emojis (multi-emoji) 448

corresponding to each tweet and perform multi- 449

label emoji prediction with sentiment and emotion 450

in code-mixed tweets. 451

8 Ethical Consideration 452

The dataset used in this paper is freely available and 453

we extend the dataset by annotating (Emotion and 454

Emoji) the dataset, and has been used only for the 455

purpose of academic research. The annotation for 456

extending the dataset was done by human experts, 457

who are the regular employee of our research group. 458

There are no other issues to declare. 459
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